Dr György Tesics (FCI judge, group 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and Lure coursing)
I was born in 1969 in Novi Sad, Yugoslavia, but I have been living in Budapest, Hungary since 2000. As for my
profession I am a dentist, working in my dental clinic in Budapest as a specialist in Periodontology and oral medicine.
I have been an afghan hound owner since 1986 and from then very passionate about the beauty and character, speed and
power of all sighthound breeds.
Under the kennel name Ben Ben’s, FCI 2233 I have been breeding afghan hounds for 15 years and I have had 12 litters.
At that time I established the dog magazine „Moj Pas”, first dog specialized magazine in Yugoslavia of which I was the
chief editor in the first 4 years.
20 years ago I discovered one very special breed - Sloughi, that I find perfect for me. Since then I have been active on
dog shows as an exhibitor and on the Lure coursing as well with my Sloughies.
Since 1991 I have been a judge for all breeds in FCI group 10. During 1996 I was elected an international judge for all
breeds in FCI group 5. Later I made my exam for group 4, 7 and 8. In 2003 I became a judge for Lure Coursing. For a
moment I am in judges training for FCI group 6. In 2017 I was elected to be a member of judges board of Hungarian
kennel club.
Judging assignments have taken me to the several different countries and to many prestigious shows. Till now I have
judged dogs on CAC, CACIB, speciality shows and Lure coursing in more than 30 countries in Europe, Australia, Asia
and in North America. I judged some of the most prestigious sighthound shows worldwide: sighthound speciality show
in Donaueschingen (Germany), National Afghan hound speciality in Sidney (Australia), Afghan hound specialities in
New York and in New Jersey (USA), European Lure Coursing Chamiponship in Slovakia....
Apart from my native Serbian language I speak Hungarian, German and English fluently.
You can see more information about me, my kennel and my dogs here: www.sloughi-kennel.hu

